into the Fellowship in 1714, for presentation to the scientists of the U .S.S.R . The Principia, handsomely bound in red morocco leather and containing a suitable dedication signed by all the members of the Council, and the holograph letter were forwarded by His Majesty's Government to Moscow and presented to the Academy of Sciences of the U .S.S.R . by His Majesty's Ambassador, acting for the Society.
The following are the texts of messages exchanged between Russian scientific bodies and the Royal Society on this occasion.
' From The Academy of Sciences, Moscow, to The Royal Society: ' Academy of Sciences of U S S R assembled on Jubilee meeting dedicated to the 300th birth anniversary of the greatest English scientist Isaac Newton sends its greetings to the Royal Society and wishes to our brothers in arms the British scientists of successful activity for the rapid destruction by the freedom loving people of the worst fiend of humanity culture and progress German fascism-on behalf of the meeting, Vladimir Komarov President Academy of Sciences of U S S R .'
' From The Royal Society to The Academy of Sciences, M oscow: ' Greetings to Academy of Sciences of U S S R on its jubilee celebration of tercentenary of birth of Royal Society's greatest President Isaac Newton whose work belongs to mankind-British men of science eager to work in close fellowship with yours and with those of all united nations-together we shall defeat those who hate science and freedom and destroy human life and achievement-together we shall build a civilization which will use science for enlightenment healing and enrichment of all men.' * From Ukrainian Academy of Sciences, to The Royal Society: ' Newton conference held by Department of Physics Mathematics Chemistry of Ukrainian Academy of Sciences congratulates Royal Society on occasion of tercentenary of birth of your great fellow countryman Societys permanent president Isaac Newton genius who was true embellishment of mankind. W e are observing anniversary of this great light of science during historic days when Soviet troops on river Don and Angloamerican troops in Northern Africa are conducting successful offensives and we may express firm belief that day is not far off when ultimate victory of United Nations arms will be achieved over dark forces of Hitlerism. Then path of scientific progress to which Newton's life was devoted will once more be opened to all mankind liberated for ever from nightmare of brown plague. Signed on behalf of conference by Academicians P. Budnikov, Leipunsky, G. Dneiffer.'
' From The Royal Society to Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. ' Your cable of 26 December gratefully received. Such men as Newton belong to all nations. Their work endures for ever. The heroic endeavours of your countrymen encourage United Nations to believe that time is not now far distant when we can again co-operate fully for the advancement of civilization and when the destructive forces of Hitlerism will be dissipated in the clouds of history.
' From Moscow Naturalists Society, Moscow, to The Royal Society:
' Moscow Naturalists Society sends Royal Society London heartiest new year greetings. We are confident that 1943 will be year when forces of democracy science culture embodied in coalition of Allied powers will triumph over powers of evil and violence of fascist Ger many. Moscow Naturalists Society expresses sincerest wishes for success of your fruitful work. Vice President Professor Ogniev, Scientific Secretary Professor Lipschitz Moscow Naturalists Society. ' A very successful function in honour of the tercentenary of Sir Isaac Newton was held on January 23 rd in the C uban Academy of Science, under the auspices of the C uban Geographical Society. The Minister of State and most of the diplomatic representatives of the United Nations were present at this tribute to Britain's greatest man of Science. The hall was full of university students and in the course of my address I delivered the message of the President of the Royal Society, which was warmly appreciated. A specially satisfactory feature of this celebration was that the speakers emphasized that it was a tribute not only to Sir Isaac Newton but also to British culture and to the British people in general. The other speakers were Dr Salvador Massip, the President of the C uban Geographical Society, Dr Carlos Millas, the Director of the National Observatory, who described the career of Sir Isaac Newton, Dr Mario Filippi Ferrari, a professor of Physics at the University of Havana, who performed some of his experiments and Dr Jose Isaac del Corral, Director of Mines and Forests at the Ministry of Agriculture, who spoke on Newton's contribution to the science of mathematics.
' I would request that the President of the Royal Society and the British Council be informed.' The book referred to by Newton in this letter was probably A Philosophical Essay on Music by Francis North, Lord Guilford. It was written by him while still at school but was not published until 1677. *
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The esteem you express of my judgment I must impute to yor goodness who are willing to make yfc best of every thing. Yet since it is yor desire to have my opinion about this new Treatise of Musick, I shall give it you, though perhaps not so largely as you may expect, there being some things which I cannot speak positively to for want of experiments 8c skill in Musick.
Pag 5 lin 14 8c pag 6 lin 30, the Author asserts yl sound is produced in ye Torricellian vacuum, 8c thence seems to collect yl ye medium of sound is not grosser A ir but some subtiler aerial fluid of a middle nature between yl A ir 8c AEther, wch can penetrate glass 8c other gross bodies. But it is to be suspected y* this experinf of ye Torricellian Vacuum holds only when ye glass is not well emptied of Air. For Mr Boyle (Exp1 27) repeating it wth a watch hung in his Receiver, found that as ye receiver was more 8c more emptied, ye noise made by ye Ballance wheel grew fainter 8c fainter till at last it was not heard at all though ye handle 8c wheels of ye watch were still seen to continue their motion as freely as at first. Yet ye louder sound of a Bell com tinued audible when ye air was drawn out, though perhaps it would not have done so could ye Receiver have been fully exhausted of Air,
